
WAREHOUSE: PAGING, ALERTING, 
AND NOTIFICATION

Algo’s IP endpoints deliver powerful, highly visible notifications for voice paging, 

emergency alerts, loud ringing, and secure door access within manufacturing 

and industrial organizations. Algo’s devices seamlessly integrate with unified 

communication systems, ensuring the workforce in staying informed about key 

activities, such as shift changes, daily updates, and emergencies. In busy 

environments with heavy equipment, Algo o�ers industrial-grade IP devices 

designed for maximum visibility and audibility.

Algo IP Speakers are IP66 wet-weather rated, designed with rugged and durable 

materials to stand the di�icult conditions of industrial environments. These 

versatile devices can be installed indoors and outdoors. Combining Algo 

speakers with visual alerters ensures e�ective audible and visual communication 

in noisy environments, even when workers wear hearing protection.

www.algosolutions.com    |    info@algosolutions.com    |    604-454-3790
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Use Audio Alerters for voice paging, 
emergency alerting and loud ringing, and 
avoid missed calls in noisy locations or 
where employees are wearing hearing 
protection.

AUDIO ALERTERS (8180) 1

CEILING SPEAKERS (8188)2
Ceiling speakers provide crisp and clear 
communication with even sound 
distribution, so announcements can be 
heard clearly by all staff.

HORN SPEAKERS (8186)

Algo’s weatherproof horn speakers 
benefit warehouses with directional 
sound, wide coverage, durability, and clear 
audio for announcements & safety 
instructions.
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VISUAL ALERTERS (8138)4
Visual alerters integrate with existing 
systems for safer warehouses, offering
visible emergency alerts, hazard 
indicators, and hearing-impaired 
accessibility.

INTERCOMS (8201)5
Allow two-way communication, verify 
visitors' identities, grant access remotely, 
and provide a convenient way to manage 
entry points, ensuring the safety of the 
premises.

PAGING ADAPTERS (8301)6
Integrate analog PA into IP environments. 
Paging adapters enhance communication 
with an embedded scheduler for bells and
announcements.

IP ENDPOINTS
FOR WAREHOUSE




